The process of elimination is a fundamental component of many learning processes. In order to understand the nature of elimination, herein we study an extreme model of learning from examples where learning is considered to be the elimination of all, save one, hypothesis from a given search space. Our study revolves around types of search spaces. We show that having multiple, semantically equivalent hypotheses in the search space will sometimes help the learning process and at other times hinder it. Furthermore, we nd properties of search spaces that determine whether or not these multiple versions will help or hurt the learning process. The model of learning by elimination is compared to standard models of learning from examples. In some cases, the models coincide, and in others they di er. We especially show that our model is universal in that any learning problem solvable in a standard model can also be solved by elimination learning in a wide class of natural search spaces.
Introduction
When you have eliminated the impossible, whatever remains, however improbable, must be the truth.
Sherlock Holmes Sometimes, when people are searching for some consumer item, they have di culty describing precisely what they want but profess to be certain that they will know what it is when they nd it. It may well be that the shopper them self is trying to learn what it is they want, rejecting bad choices with each new example. Many of us have had the experience of taking an indecisive toddler to an ice cream shop. Would you like vanilla? no. chocolate? no. cherry? no. . Of course, the ice cream store will have a small nite number of choices. However, some will have enough choices so that enumerating them all will exceed the patience of all but the most tolerant of us.
Human problem solving generally proceeds by some sort of process of elimination. We conjecture a potential solution. When we nd it doesn't work, we move on and try to nd another solution. The scienti c method is the process of putting forth an hypothesis then testing and validating it. If the hypothesis is found to be false, a new one is generated. Indeed, inductive inference is a model of the scienti c method that is very similar to the models of science put forth by the philosophers, see for example Schilpp, 1963] .
The viewpoint of inductive inference, and the other problem solving activities mentioned above, is positive. We are searching for the correct answer. Even though eliminating inappropriate conjectures is part of learning, it does not seem necessary, or even appropriate, to eliminate all the potentially wrong answers before deciding on a correct one. However, in this paper, we take the extreme view of having to eliminate all of the \wrong" answers. In this way, we can isolate the phenomenon of elimination in learning. To consider this type of learning in a context that enables us to compare it with other, more traditional, learning problems, we consider situations where there are in nitely many choices, all but one of which must be eliminated. This situation is analogous to pruning a search space. Formally, we consider learning where an algorithmic device inputs data and produces a sequence of programs such that the unique program, relative to a well-de ned search space, that is not in the sequence is a correct generator for the input.
Our notion may seem to be a bit unusual. However, in practical machine learning there are many algorithms that attempt to nd a formula (or pro-gram, or description of some object) from a nite set. This set always is large and exhaustive search takes too much time. The algorithms used in this learning process must eliminate big subsets of these formulae until only one formula is left. These types of algorithms are performing what we call elimination learning in a nite space.
Our study is very general in nature, hence our results are not practical learning algorithms, but rather mathematical theorems that reveal the nature of learning and suggest some features that are present in successful learning algorithms and absent in others. We view learning as attempting to nd programs for computing functions from natural numbers to natural numbers. This abstraction avoids all the di culties of choosing a representation for the phenomenon to be learned, but looses no generality mathematically as any behavior or other observable phenomenon can be modeled as a set of stimulus/response pairs. The descriptions of such pairs can be represented as ASCII text, which, using the techniques pioneered by G odel G odel, 1965] , can be translated uniformly and one-to-one onto the natural numbers. The mapping from the stimulus to the desired response is then just a function on the natural numbers. A solution to the learning problem is then a program computing the function that is mapping encodings of stimuli to encodings of responses. In this fashion, all learning by example problems can be transformed to the domain of learning programs given only examples of the input/output behavior of some function.
Traditional studies of learning from examples choose their hypotheses from an e ective list of choices. Sometimes, this list is generated dynamically as the algorithm proceeds and sometimes the list is given only implicitly. In our study, the hypothesis space is speci ed a priori only for clarity not because of some technical reason. The perspective of previous studies of learning algorithms has been primarily positive, presenting hypotheses based on the example input. One fundamental, remarkable exception is the identi cation-by-enumeration technique developed in Gold, 1967] . This technique just consists of eliminating possibilities from an hypothesis space that is an e ective list of programs for total functions until the rst hypothesis in the list that cannot be eliminated explicitly by the data is encountered. It was conjectured and technically motivated in Wiehagen, 1991] that all learning problems solvable in the famous Gold Gold, 1967 ] model may be solved by some natural modi cation of the identi cation-by-enumeration technique, and, hence, by some kind of learning by elimination. In our opin-ion, this is another serious reason for investigating the basic nature of learning by elimination.
The Gold model of learning in the limit considered learning algorithms successful if they output a sequence of hypotheses that converges in the limit to a correct program for the mystery function generating the input examples. We consider the same class of learning algorithms, but interpret their output di erently, negatively. We just consider the learning successful if the algorithm produces a sequence of outputs that includes all but one program in the given hypothesis space and that unique program is a correct program for the mystery function generating the input examples.
Our study revolves around types of search spaces. We consider spaces containing only programs for total functions and those containing all programs. A given set of programs forming an hypothesis space will have several presentations or enumerations (called numberings below). An important factor in determining whether or not some concept is elimination learnable is the nature of the particular search (hypothesis) space employed in the e ort. We consider characteristics of the hypothesis space presentation that make elimination learning possible.
We also compare elimination learning with Gold style learning with respect to the same hypothesis spaces. In some cases the two notions coincide. In other cases, a suitable variant of elimination learning is more powerful in that a larger collection of sets of functions can be learned. In some situations, it turns out that the Gold model is more powerful than the corresponding learning by elimination model. However, for a wide class of natural hypothesis spaces, the model of elimination learning turns out to be universal in that any learning problem solvable in Gold style learning in these hypothesis spaces is also solvable by elimination learning in all the same hypothesis spaces. Our results suggest certain cases, explicitly de ned, when having semantically equivalent hypothesis in the space of potential answers enables elimination learning and other cases where it hinders the learning. Which case you wind up in depends on whether or not you can e ectively nd some (enough) of the semantically equivalent hypotheses.
In preliminary studies of elimination learning, this concept was called co-learning because of the following technical, recursion theoretic motivation. The graphs of recursive functions, i.e., the sets composed of ordered pairs of domain elements and the value of the function at that point, are recursive sets. Hence, they are recursively enumerable and their complements are also recursively enumerable. Such sets are said to be r.e. and co-r.e. There is a well-known theorem (see e.g. Theorem 3 in Malcev, 1965] , Section 4.4) asserting that, if the graph of a total function f is recursively enumerable, then f is recursive. It is natural to ask if a total function f is recursive if its graph is co-r.e. Surprisingly, the answer is NO. In Freivalds, 1975 ] the existence of a total function f is shown that has a co-r.e. graph and the range of f intersected with the range of is nite, for any partial recursive function . Such functions f cannot be recursive. All of this means that if you can e ectively enumerate the complement of the graph of some function, it does not imply that you can e ectively enumerate the graph of the function. We wonder if a similar phenomenon appears in learning.
Preliminaries
The machinery of inductive inference, and much of the notation, is carried over to this study intact. For completeness, we review these concepts here. We consider the learning of functions from natural numbers to natural numbers. Since arbitrary texts may be encoded as single natural numbers, any concept class, or phenomenon, or whatever, can be encoded as some function f mapping natural numbers to natural numbers.
In order to learn a function f from examples of its intended input/output behavior, we must have a representation for functions. Programs serve as natural representations of the computable functions. Using the same encoding techniques mentioned above, we can use the natural numbers as names for programs. If i is a program, ' i denotes the function computed by program i. All natural ways of encoding programs as natural numbers not only result in e ective enumerations of programs but are also such that every program is encoded as some number. Furthermore, certain meaningful relationships between programs are expressible. For example, straightforward, natural encodings result in the existence of an e ective procedure c that manipulates the codes of programs such that it is always the case that ' c(i;j) is a function that computes the composition of ' i and ' j . The list ' 0 , ' 1 , is called an acceptable programming system Machtey and Young, 1978, Smith, 1994] or a G odel numbering Rogers Jr., 1958] of all and only the partial recursive functions. These numberings have many properties, some of which are exploited below. We also consider other numberings of partial recursive func-tions as search spaces for our learning procedures. These numberings are just lists of (encoded) programs that can be e ectively generated. Actually, any partial recursive function of two arguments can be considered as a numbering, and we will do so. Then, by i = x (i; x)], we denote the partial recursive function computed by program i in the numbering ; and we call i an index or a -index of that function i . We now proceed to de ne the basic notions of learnability theory.
An inductive inference machine (IIM) is an algorithmic device that takes in the graph of a function and, from time to time, outputs programs intended to compute the function serving as input. An IIM M converges on the function f to program p i when M is given the graph of f as input in any order, it outputs a sequence of programs p 0 , p 1 , such that there is an n such that p m = p for all m n. An IIM M learns a function f in a numbering i M converges on f to some p and p = f.
Each IIM M will learn some set of recursive functions in a given numbering . The collection of all such sets as M varies across e ective learning algorithms is denoted by EX( ). Now by EX we denote the union of all the EX( ), where varies over all numberings. Hence, a class U of recursive functions belongs to EX if there is a numbering (i.e., a suitable search space) and an IIM M (i.e., a suitable learning algorithm) such that M learns all the functions f 2 U in the numbering . Note that there are \univer-sal" search spaces ', i.e., EX(') = EX, namely just G odel numberings ', as we will see below. The \EX" stands for \explanation" as a program for computing f is an explanation of the function, since it tells us how to nd the function value for any argument. Some type of learning must have happened, since only a nite portion of the graph of f was seen before a program computing all of f was found.
As an important special case, we say that M nitely learns f in a numbering i M learns f in and M converges on f to the very rst conjecture produced. Sometimes nite learning is also called \one-shot learning." FIN( ) and FIN are de ned analogously.
In order to de ne learning by the process of elimination (abbreviated: elm-learning) we also consider inductive inference machines (IIMs), but we interpret their outputs di erently. Our motivations above lead us to the following de nition:
De nition 1 Let be any numbering. A class U of recursive functions is said to be elm-learnable in (U 2 elmEX( )) i there is an IIM M such that for any f 2 U, M outputs an in nite sequence of integers that includes all the indices in except one, say j, and the missing program j is a correct -index for the target function f, i.e., j = f.
We brie y state some notational conventions. rst hypothesis on every function g 2 U with g x = f x , but g 6 = f. As we see below, containing an accumulation point can also make elm-learning \hard" or even impossible. Below we consider the learnabililty and elm-learnability of several classes of functions. We will use numberings to represent these classes. Speci cally, we consider the particular numbering as a search space for some learning or elm-learning algorithm to use. Consequently, many of the results concern the existence of speci c numberings (search spaces) or pertain to all numberings of a given type. In a sense, also the organization of this paper is based on types of search spaces. Thus, we do need some machinery from numbering theory, which we will present now.
A numbering is any partial recursive function of two arguments. Let P = f i ji 2 Ng denote the class of all functions from P enumerated by the numbering . We call universal i P = P. A numbering is said to be one-to-one i for every f 2 P , there is exactly one index i 2 N such that i = f. . Using the notion of embeddability there is also an equivalent de nition of G odel numbering Rogers Jr., 1958] , namely: A numbering ' is a G odel numbering i every numbering is embeddable in '. From that de nition also follows a well-known fact of learning theory, namely that for any G odel numbering ', EX(') = EX. Actually, EX(') EX is trivial by the de nition of EX. Conversely, if U 2 EX, then, again by de nition, U 2 EX( ) for some numbering . But this immediately implies U 2 EX(') by simply translating all the hypotheses produced in the numbering to equivalent hypotheses in the G odel numbering ' via the embeddability of in '. Hence, in a sense, G odel numberings are the \most powerful" numberings for EXlearning. As we shall see below, the same turns out to be true for elmEXlearning.
G odel numberings have other properties that can be used for both learning and elm-learning. One of these properties is paddability. A numbering is called paddable i there is an injective recursive function P of two arguments (the padding function) such that for all i; n 2 N, P(i;n) = i .
Intuitively, for any program i, the padding function P generates in nitely many programs P(i; 0), P(i; 1), P(i; 2), all of them computing the same function as program i does. Note that every G odel numbering is paddable Rogers Jr., 1958] . On the other hand, there are universal numberings which are not paddable. Actually, in Friedberg, 1958] a numbering was constructed that is both universal and one-to-one. Consequently, cannot be paddable. Also note that non-universal numberings may be paddable. We prove and exploit this fact below. Another interesting property of numberings is the decidability of index equivalence. A numbering is said to have a decidable index equivalence problem i the set f(i; j)j i = j g is recursive. Intuitively, it is then decidable given any -programs i and j whether or not these programs compute the same function. Note that for any G odel numbering, the index equivalence problem is undecidable Rogers Jr., 1958] . Since, on the other hand, the decidability of index equivalence often turns out to be useful just for elmlearning, this is one argument for considering non-universal numberings with decidable index equivalence problems as search spaces for elm-learning.
One important family of non-universal numberings are the recursive ones. Notice that many fundamental classes of recursive functions do possess such a numbering, e.g. the class of all recursive functions which are computable in polynomial time or with logarithmic memory, respectively. Let us call a class U R recursively enumerable (abbreviated, r.e.) i there is a numbering such that P = U. We then also call a (recursive) numbering of U.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 3, we consider elm-learning of r.e. classes in their recursive numberings. In Section 4, we study elm-learning of arbitrary classes in arbitrary, mainly universal, numberings. In Section 5, we present some generalizations of the notion of elm-learning. Finally, in the Conclusions, we summarize our results and propose a direction for further investigations.
We conclude this section with some bibliographical remarks. The present paper is based on both Freivalds et al., 1994b] where the approach of learning by the process of elimination (there called co-learning) was introduced and investigated for the rst time, and Freivalds et al., 1994a] . Shortly thereafter, in Kummer, 1995] , this approach was used for solving a longstanding open problem of numbering theory, cf. Section 3.3 below. More recently, in Freivalds and Zeugmann, 1995] co-learning of recursive languages was studied. Finally, in Jain et al., 1996] and Lange et al., 1996] for functions and languages, respectively, generalizations of co-learning were introduced and investigated which di er from our generalizations in Section 5 below.
3 Elm-Learning of R.E. Classes
In this section, we consider the situation where the search space for the elmlearning algorithm is a recursive numbering of a recursively enumerable class of recursive functions. The same class can have many di erent numberings. It will turn out below that in many cases, elm-learnability depends dramatically on the speci c numbering. We start with some general results concerning elm-learnablility of r.e. classes. Then we consider numberings with special properties ensuring elm-learnability. Finally, we deal with the problem which r.e. classes are elm-learnable in all of their numberings.
General Results
Our rst result shows that each r.e. class can be elm-learned in a suitable numbering of it.
Theorem 1 For any r.e. class U R, there is a numbering of U such that U 2 elmEX( ). Proof: Suppose that U is a recursively enumerable class of recursive functions. If U is nite, then the result is trivial. Consequently, let U be in nite. The idea is to construct a numbering that contains only one program for each function in U. An elmEX strategy then takes this special and outputs all the programs that are discovered to contradict the input data. If f 2 U, then there will be exactly one program in the numbering that computes f and this will be the only program in the list that is never discovered to contradict the input data.
To complete the proof, it su ces to construct the desired . We proceed to do so. Actually, the following construction is some kind of folklore. However, we will exhibit it here both in order to make the paper self-contained and to be able to refer to this construction below.
Suppose that is any numbering of U. Execute the following stages in their natural order, starting with 0. By way of initialization, set 0 = 0 .
Begin Stage n. Choose k largest such that 0 , , k have been determined during the previous stages. Consider each uncancelled i n in turn. When it is the turn to consider i, check to see if for each j k, there is an x n such that i and and j give a di erent result on input x. Such a test is e ective, since all the programs compute recursive functions. If such an i is found, set k+1 = i , cancel i and go to the next stage.
End Stage n.
If some k+1 is set to some i at some stage n, then i is known to be a function di erent from each of 0 , , k . Hence, if the functions i and j are the same, then i = j. Consequently, is a one-to-one numbering. Moreover, all the k 's are chosen from the i 's, so P P = U.
It remains to show U P . Suppose by way of contradiction, some function f 2 U is di erent from all the k 's. Notice that not all numbers are cancelled by the above construction. This happens when i = j . Only one of i and j will ever be cancelled. Let i be the least number such that i = f. Hence, i may be considered for cancellation at all stages n i. Choose stage n i such that for every j < i, if j is ever cancelled, then it is cancelled before stage n. Hence, at and past stage n, there will be no lower numbers that will be cancelled. i is \ rst in line," so to speak. Let k n denote the value of k chosen at the beginning of stage n above. Since we have assumed that for all k, k 6 = i , there must be an stage n 0 n such that for each j k n 0 , there is an x n 0 such that i and and j give a di erent result on input x.
In which case, i is cancelled, contradicting our assumption that some f 2 U is not represented in .
X
Our next result points out that every nitely learnable r.e. class is elmlearnable in all numberings of it.
Theorem 2 For any r.e. class U 2 FIN and any numbering of U, U 2 elmEX( ).
Proof: Suppose U is a recursively enumerable class of recursive functions and U 2 FIN as witnessed by an IIM M in some numbering '. Let be an arbitrary numbering of U. We describe the operation of an IIM M 0 that will eliminate all but one index in the list generated by . M 0 reads input and passes it to its simulation of M. Suppose M outputs a program p. If the input is from a function f 2 U, by the choice of M, ' p will be a recursive function and p will be a correct program for f, i.e. ' p = f. M 0 will proceed executing stages n as follows, for n = 0, and then n = 1, and so on. 
End Stage n.
At the end of all stages of the above procedure, there is only one program that has not been output. The programs that are output are all incorrect, or compute the same function as some other program that has not yet been output. In that case, the larger program is eliminated. In this way, M 0 selects the least correct -index of f to not output. X As we will see now, the situation of Theorem 2 may change considerably for r.e. classes not belonging to FIN. Theorem 3 There is an r.e. class U R and a numbering of U such that U 6 2 elmEX( ). Proof: We construct a recursive numbering that contains several indices of the everywhere zero function Z and indices for functions that are zero except on exactly one argument. We will also guarantee that there will be exactly one index for any function in the numbering, other than Z. The collection of functions with programs in will be the class U. By de nition, this U will be recursively enumerable.
The construction of is based on the halting set, i.e., fxj' x (x) haltsg Smith, 1994 , Turing, 1936 . This set is traditionally called K, a well studied recursive enumerable, but not recursive set. Hence, K is not recursively enumerable. Let k 0 , k 1 , k 2 , be a repetition free e ective enumeration of K. End Stage s.
By the operation just before the advancing to the next stage, all values in all rows are determined. Since the chosen enumeration of K had no repetitions, there is at most one nonzero entry in each row. When a nonzero entry is placed in column y, that column is marked and no other nonzero entries will be placed in that column. That means that if i = j , then either that function is Z, the everywhere zero function, or i = j. Notice that j = Z i j 2 K. Let 
Padding and Equivalence Testing
It is evident from the proof of Theorem 3 that multiplicity of indices for the same function can make elm-learning more di cult or even impossible. In this subsection we point out two possibilities how to overcome this di culty, namely paddability and decidability of index equivalence. More exactly, we we will show that any of these properties is su cient for successful elmlearning in the corresponding numbering. On the other hand, neither of these properties is necessary for elm-learning.
Note that for any numbering , there is a paddable numbering 0 of the same class, i.e., P 0 = P . Actually, it su ces to de ne 0 hi;ni = i for all i; n 2 N. Theorem 5 For any r.e. class U R and any paddable numbering of U, U 2 elmEX( ). Proof: Suppose is a paddable numbering of an r.e. class U of recursive functions. We proceed to describe the operation of an IIM M that witnesses U 2 elmEX( ). Let P be a padding function for . M inputs data and reserves the least -index that does not contradict the input data. M proceeds to output all the -indices, except for the reserved index. If it turns out that more data arrive and the least -index found that does not contradict the input data has already been output by M, M uses the function P to nd an equivalent -index that has not been output. M proceeds to hold this index in reserve and to output all the others. X Next we show that for any recursive numbering, decidability of index equivalence implies elm-learnability.
Theorem 6 For any r.e. class U R and any numbering of U having a decidable index equivalence problem, U 2 elmEX( ). Proof: Suppose is a numbering of an r.e. class U of recursive functions.
Suppose further that -index equivalence is decidable. This means that there is a recursive function d such that d(i; j) = 1 i i = j . We proceed to describe the operation of an IIM M that witnesses U 2 elmEX( ). If M receives input data from f 2 U, then M outputs all the -indices i such that i contradicts the input data or i is not a minimal -index, i.e., there is a j < i such that j = i . Clearly, using the decision function d it is decidable whether a given -index is a minimal one. Obviously, M eventually will output all natural numbers except the minimal -index of f.
X
We now show that neither paddability nor decidability of index equivalence is necessary for successful elm-learning in recursive numberings.
Theorem 7 For any r.e. class U R, there is a non-paddable numbering of U such that U 2 elmEX( ). Proof: Notice that the constructed in the proof of Theorem 1 had only one -index for any function, hence it cannot be paddable. X Theorem 8 There is an r.e. class U R and a numbering of U such that:
1. the equivalence of -indices is undecidable, 2. U 2 elmEX( ). Proof: Let U be the class of functions consisting of the everywhere zero function Z and all the functions f i , for i 2 N, where f i (x) = 1; if x = i, 0; otherwise. The construction of the numbering of U will be done in blocks of size 3.
For any i 2 N, de ne 3i = f i and 3i+1 = Z. In order to de ne 3i+2 let 0 , 1 , be an e ective list of all partial recursive functions of two arguments. Intuitively, this list contains all the functions which may decide the -index equivalence problem. The idea is to construct 3i+2 so as to guarantee that i does not decide the -index equivalence problem. Once we have guaranteed this for some i, we will cancel i. 1. Set 3i+2 (x s i ) = 1, if i (3i + 1; 3i + 2) = 1 and to 0 otherwise. In this way, if i predicts that 3i+1 and 3i+2 coincide, we place a 1 in the range of 3i+2 while 3i+1 has already been de ned to compute the everywhere zero function. On the other hand, if i predicts that these functions are di erent, we will force 3i+2 to also compute the everywhere zero function. 2. Cancel i. Clearly, is a numbering of U. Suppose by way of contradiction that the equivalence of -indices is decidable. Then the algorithm that decides the equivalence must be i , for some i. Since i is a decision procedure, it will be a total function, so the computation of i (3i + 1; 3i + 2) will converge eventually and 3i+2 will be made by the construction so that i 's prediction as to whether or not 3i+1 = 3i+2 will be WRONG. Hence, i cannot decide the equivalence of -indices, a contradiction.
Finally, we show that U 2 elmEX( ). Let M be an IIM that behaves as follows. On any input function, M outputs all -indices 3i + 2, i 0, and 3i + 1, i 1. Furthermore, M outputs all -indices contradicting the input data received. Clearly, M elm-learns U in . Theorem 9 There is an r.e. class U R and a numbering of U such that is neither paddable nor with decidable equivalence problem, but U 2 elmEX( ).
Proof: Take U from the proof of Theorem 8. Hence, U 2 elmEX( ). If in the construction of the j 's for j = 2 mod 3 in the proof of Theorem 8 we used the marked column technique of Theorem 3 so as to never place a 1 in any column where one was previously, then for any f i , there will be at most two -indices for it. Such a numbering fails to be paddable. The undecidability property carries over.
We see from Theorems 5 to 9 that being paddable and having decidable equivalence of indices are desirable properties but neither of the two properties is necessary. Up to now is open to characterize the properties of a recursive numbering that imply elm-learnability in that numbering.
Elm-Learnability in All Numberings
We saw that the recursively enumerable classes U 2 FIN are elm-learnable in all of their numberings (Theorem 2). Are these the only classes with the abovementioned property? Our next results, Theorems 10 and 11, seem to suggest the conjecture that they are. These results use the notion of an accumulation point de ned in Section 2. It was also shown there that if a class U of recursive functions contains an accumulation point, then U 6 2 FIN.
As our next result shows, every such class is also not elm-learnable in all of its numberings.
Theorem 10 For any r.e. class U R containing an accumulation point, there is a numbering of U such that U 6 2 elmEX( ). Proof: Suppose that U is a recursively enumerable class of recursive functions containing an accumulation point, say f. We will construct a numbering of U such that U 6 2 elmEX( ). As in the proof of Theorem 3, we will construct this such that i = f i i 2 K. This proof is more complicated because we do not have a nice xed class to work with, only a recursively enumerable one with an accumulation point. Notice that the class U from the proof of Theorem 3 also had an accumulation point, namely the everywhere zero function. Our proof proceeds in much the same manner as that of Theorem 3, with some added twists. We will guarantee that there is exactly oneindex for every function in U, except for the designated accumulation point, f.
Let u 0 , u 1 , be a repetition free enumeration of U without f. We call this list the U list. Let k 0 , k 1 , (the K list) be a repetition free enumeration of K. The basic plan for constructing the numbering is to make the rows k 2 K compute functions from the U list, selected one at a time. Since membership in K is not decidable, we must make more and more rows look more and more like f. Hence, when we nd out that k 2 K, we may have already de ned row k as f up to some argument. This means that we will have to \look ahead" in the U list to nd a suitable extension of that row. Substage K in the de nition of below handles this situation. Notice that such an extension always exists. Indeed, by the de nition of accumulation point, for each initial segment of f, there are in nitely many functions in U extending that segment. However, this leaves the problem of what to do with items that were passed over when looking ahead in the U list as we must make sure they all get -numbers. This is handled by \looking ahead" in the K list as well. We do this in substage U of the de nition of below.
The de nition of proceeds by stages. Rows of may be committed during some stage. Intuitively, row k becomes committed i the function in row k, i.e. k , has been de ned completely. Members of the U and the K lists will be removed from their corresponding list. Once an item is removed from the list, its stays removed forever and we will work further with the remaining list. We keep calling these remaining lists the U list and the K list, respectively. More precisely, at every stage, the rst item of both the U list and the K list will be removed. In addition, one more item will often be removed from each of these lists. Since the set of A-indices is recursively enumerable, this makes K recursively enumerable which makes K decidable, a contradiction.
X
The numbering of the proof of Theorem 10 was constructed in such a way that the -index set of the accumulation point f, i.e., the set fij i = fg, equals K and, hence, is not recursively enumerable. Notice that this is a crucial point of the proof and, in a sense, cannot be replaced by an easier construction. Actually, one can prove that if the -index set of f is recursively enumerable and each of the other functions from U has exactly one -index (as it is in our construction), then the class U would be elm-learnable in .
Our next result shows that there are also r.e. classes out of FIN which do not contain an accumulation point and, nevertheless, are not elm-learnable in all of their numberings.
Theorem 11 There is an r.e. class U 6 2 FIN such that:
1. U does not contain an accumulation point, 2. U 6 2 elmEX( ) for some numbering of U. Proof: Both the class U and the structure of the desired numbering of U are very easy. Theorem 12 Selivanov, 1976] There is an r.e. class U such that 1. all numberings of U are intercompilable, 2. U 6 2 FIN.
Note that in Selivanov, 1976] instead of Condition 2 above it was proved that, in any acceptable programming system, the index set of the class U does not belong to the class 0 2 of the Kleene-Mostowski hierarchy, cf.
Rogers Jr., 1967] . But this implies U 6 2 FIN, since it can easily be shown that for any class V 2 FIN, the index set of V does belong to 0 2 , cf. Freivalds et al., 1994a] . Now one can easily derive that the intercompilability of all numberings of an r.e. class U implies the elm-learnablility of U in all of its numberings. Indeed, let be an arbitrary numbering of U. Let be any one-to-one numbering of U (if U is nite, then the situation becomes trivial). Since, by assumption, there is a compiler c from to , the numbering has a decidable -index equivalence problem. Clearly, i = j i c(i) = c(j). Consequently, U 2 elmEX( ), by Theorem 6. Hence, we arrive at the following result. Theorem 13 There is an r.e. class U such that:
1. U is elm-learnable in all of its numberings, 2. U 6 2 FIN.
Notice that from Theorems 10 and 13, Condition 1, it follows that the class U from Theorem 13 cannot contain an accumulation point.
From Theorems 2 and 13, we now know that the family of all r.e. classes which are elm-learnable in all of their numberings is a proper superset of FIN.
Moreover, this family can even be characterized just by Condition 1 of Theorem 12. The missing direction was proved by Kummer in Kummer, 1995] thereby also solving the long-standing open \converse" problem of pure recursion-theoretic numbering theory, namely to characterize the r.e. sets of recursive functions all the numberings of which are intercompilable. Interestingly, this characterization can be stated in terms of learning theory.
Theorem 14 Kummer, 1995] For any r.e. class U, U is elm-learnable in all of its numberings i all numberings of U are intercompilable.
Elm-Learning of Arbitrary Classes
In this section we consider elm-learning of arbitrary classes of recursive functions, i.e., classes which are not necessarily recursively enumerable. In order to do so we can no longer con ne ourselves to only recursive numberings. Instead we have to allow larger search spaces. Mainly, we will deal here with the \largest" search spaces possible, namely universal numberings, i.e., numberings enumerating the class of all partial recursive functions. Again we will see that the choice of an appropriate search space plays an important role. Intuitively, among all the universal numberings there are \good ones" and \bad ones" for elm-learning. Our rst result shows that G odel numberings are \good" for elm-learning. This result even provides a characterization for elm-learning in G odel numberings. This characterization also yields that for G odel numberings, learning by elimination is just another perspective on learning in general, since both are of the same power in these numberings.
Recall that for any G odel numbering ', EX(') = EX. Theorem 15 For any G odel numbering ', elmEX(') = EX. Proof: Let ' be any G odel numbering. The proof is a pair of simulation arguments. We start with a elmEX-algorithm and e ectively transform it into an EX-algorithm. Then we do the transformation in the opposite direction. Suppose that M is an IIM that elm-learns a class U R with respect to the Corollary 17 For any numbering , elmEX( ) EX( ).
We now consider the analogous problems as in Section 3, namely the in uence of paddability and decidability of index equivalence on elm-learnability in universal numberings as well as the question of which classes are elmlearnable in all universal numberings. We will nd both similarities and di erences to the the results of Section 3. First we show for all numberings, paddability is a very useful property for elm-learning. X As our next result shows, decidability of index equivalence does not make a universal numbering \good" for elm-learning in general. Actually, there is a universal one-to-one numbering such that only the nite classes are elmlearnable in that numbering.
Theorem 19 There is a universal numbering numbering such that:
1. has a decidable index equivalence problem, 2. elmEX( ) = Finite.
The proof of Theorem 19 follows from two lemmas. Another de nition is needed for these lemmas. For any numbering ', let minEX(') denote the family of all classes U R such that there is an IIM learning the minimal '-index of every function f 2 U in the sense of EX('). Lemma 20 Freivalds, 1991] There is a G odel numbering ' such that minEX(') = Finite. Lemma 21 For any universal numbering ', there is a universal one-to-one numbering such that minEX(') = EX( ). Proof: The proof follows from a careful observation of the construction of a universal one-to-one numbering due to R. Friedberg in Friedberg, 1958] . (See Malcev, 1965] The most natural generalization of nite learning is learning with mind changes. Following this trend we consider IIMs that elm-learn, but can change their minds nitely often. They accomplish this by e ectively indicating that some index that was previously eliminated should not have been. We describe this more formally in the following.
De nition 2 Let be any numbering. A class U R is said to be elmlearnable in with mind changes (written: U 2 elmEX ? ( )) i for an arbitrary f 2 U, the IIM outputs an in nite sequence of messages about acceptance or rejection of integers such that:
1. for every integer, there is only a nite number of messages about this integer, 2. in the end all the integers but one are rejected, and this only one is a correct -index for the target function f.
It turns out that for G odel numberings this apparent relaxation of the elm-learning criteria does not enhance the ability of IIM to learn.
Theorem 23 For any G odel numbering ', elmEX ? (') = EX.
Proof: Let ' be any G odel numbering and U be any class of recursive functions. Suppose further that M is an IIM that witnesses U 2 elmEX ? ('). We show that U 2 elmEX('). Since if U 2 elmEX('), it follows from the denition that U 2 elmEX ? ('), we get the equivalence of elmEX and elmEX ?
for G odel numberings. An appeal to Theorem 15 completes the argument. All that remains is to exhibit an IIM M Hence for G odel numberings the power of elm-learnability is not increased by allowing mind changes. The same conclusion can be made for the best numberings for recursively enumerable classes (see Theorem 1). Hence, we consider two other generalizations of elmEX. For these, the IIM eliminates nearly all of the indices in the given numbering that is serving as its search space. What is meant by \nearly all" is given by a parameter in the following.
De nition 3 Let be any numbering. A class U R is said to be elmlearnable in with n 2 N possibilities (written: U 2 elmEX n ( )) i for an arbitrary f 2 U, the IIM outputs an in nite sequence of integers containing all but at most n integers and among the missing ones there is a correct -index for the target function f.
De nition 4 Let be any numbering. A class U R is said to be elmlearnable in with a nite set of possibilities (written: U 2 elmEX ? ( )) i for an arbitrary f 2 U, the IIM outputs all but a nite set of -indices where this nite set of missing indices contains a correct -index for the target function f. In order to characterize elmEX n we need the following notion. A class U R is called learnable by a team of n IIMs in a numbering (written: U 2 n-teamEX( )) i for every function f 2 U, there is at least one IIM in the team which EX( )-learns f.
Theorem 24 For any G odel numbering ' and for any n 1, elmEX n (') = n-teamEX(').
Proof: Let Corollary 25 For any G odel numbering ' and for all n 1, elmEX n (') elmEX n+1 (').
Proof: The proof follows immediately from Theorem 24 and the team hierarchy theorem of Smith, 1982] . X Our next result shows that the whole class of all recursive functions is elmEX ? -learnable in any G odel numbering.
Theorem 26 For any G odel numbering ', R 2 elmEX ? (').
Proof Let ' be any G odel numbering. Hence, there is a padding function P for '. We now construct an IIM M that elmEX ? -learns all the recursive functions in '. The goal of our construction is to guarantee that some P(i; x) is never eliminated for i the minimal '-index of the target function and x some padding factor. This will be accomplished by having M consider all possible bounds m and look for the least i such that ' i agrees with the target function on all arguments x m. Since this search may be slow, for arbitrary m, a decreasing sequence of i's is found.
Let f denote the target function and w the least '-index for f. Let y be the least integer such that for all i < w there is an x y such that ' i (x) 6 = f(x). It follows that for m y, the least i such that ' i (0) = f(0); : : : ; ' i (m) = f(m) is w. Now we formally describe M. A system of markers is used to \reserve" some indices. A marker m will be placed on some index P(i; x) to indicate the discovery that ' i (y) = f(y) for all y m, no j < i has been discovered to agree with f on the rst m + 1 arguments, and M has already eliminated P(i; y) for all y < x. Smaller j's agreeing with f may be found later. If this happens, the marker is moved. Execute the following stages in their natural order.
Begin Stage s. With two applications of the decoding functions that come with the pairing function, let s = hi; hm; tii. Compute there was some other marker m on some other index, remove it. Eliminate the least index that has not yet been eliminated and has no marker and go to stage s + 1.
End Stage s.
Consider what happens when some marker m is placed. If m y is placed on i 6 = P(w; x) for some x, then, since w is the least '-index for f and y was chosen large enough, at some later stage, w will be found as the j < i and the marker will move. Let m 0 y be the rst marker in the construction that lands on some P(w; x). This marker will never later move, as M has already eliminated P(w; z) for all z < x. Furthermore, all other markers m with m 0 6 = m y will end up moving to the same P(w; x) as ' w is discovered to agree with f on longer and longer initial segments. Since there are only nitely many markers m < y, there are only nitely many numbers that remain marked throughout the construction. All others will be eliminated by M. However, P(w; x), a correct '-index for f, is in the set of permanently marked indices. Hence, M elmEX ? -learns all the recursive functions.
X
One can expect the following counterpart of Theorem 26 to hold for recursively enumerable classes: \For any r.e. class U R and for any numbering of U, U is elm-learnable in up to a nite set of outputs." However, this counterpart fails.
Theorem 27 For any r.e. class U R containing an accumulation point, there is a numbering of U such that U 6 2 elmEX ? ( ). Proof: Suppose U is a recursively enumerable class of recursive functions containing an accumulation point f. Let be the numbering of U constructed in the proof of Theorem 10. This numbering had the property that i = f i i 2 K. Suppose by way of contradiction, that M is an IIM that witnesses U 2 elmEX ? ( ). Consider what happens when we give M input from f.
If M outputs i on some initial segment of f and i agrees with f on that segment, then call this i an A-index. If i is an A-index, then i must be an index for f as if not, M would have just eliminated the only index for whatever function i does compute and, hence, would fail to elm-learn U, even with respect to the more liberal type elmEX ? . Let F denote the nite set of -indices that M does not output when given f as input. Let B be the subset of F that contains only -indices for f. Since F is nite, so is B.
Furthermore, B 6 = ; as we have assumed M elmEX ? -learns U. Since i = f i i 2 K, f A-indices g fBg = K. Since the set of A-indices is recursively enumerable, this makes K recursively enumerable which makes K decidable, a contradiction.
X 6 Conclusions
All of learning involves some sort of elimination of inappropriate answers. In this paper, we took the extreme view of considering the collection of learning algorithms that work by attempting to eliminate all but one answer in the search space. Several issues were considered. Two di erent types of search spaces were considered: e ectively enumerable collections of recursive functions and enumerations of all partial recursive functions. Sensitivity to search space organization was a primary issue.
For recursively enumerable sets of recursive functions U, our results are formally summarized as follows. There will always be a numbering of U that makes U elm-learnable, Theorem 1. If U 2 FIN, then any numbering will make U elm-learnable, Theorem 2. This is no longer true for some r.e. classes outside FIN, e.g. for classes containing an accumulation point, Theorems 3 and 10. Note that in this respect elm-learning of r.e. classes is \weaker" than standard Gold style learning of r.e. classes. Actually, any r.e. class is EX-learnable in any of its numberings, cf. Gold, 1967] . For some classes U, elm-learnability depends entirely on the search space chosen, Corollary 4. Paddability and decidability of the index equivalence problem are both properties of numberings that guarantee elm-learnability, but neither condition is necessary, Theorems 5 to 9. For U to be elm-learnable in all of its numberings, all these numberings must be intercompilable, Theorem 14. Furthermore, if the proof techniques are any clue, having semantically equivalent programs in the search space may cause elm-learning algorithms di culty, Theorems 3 and 10, and having a search space where each program is semantically unique guarantees success in elm-learning recursively enumerable sets of recursive functions, Theorem 1.
For learning arbitrary sets of recursive functions with respect to G odel numberings (also known as acceptable programming systems), elm-learning is of the same power as Gold style learning in the limit, Theorem 15. Fur-thermore, elm-learning is equivalent to Gold style learning with respect to any paddable numbering, Theorem 18. There is a numbering of all the partial recursive functions that has a decidable index equivalence problem, but for which all elm-learners using that numbering can only learn nite sets, Theorem 19. This result leads to a characterization of the sets elm-learnable in all numberings of all the partial recursive functions as being precisely the collection of all nite sets, Theorem 22.
We also brie y considered some generalizations of elm-learning. If the elm-learner is allowed to change its mind nitely often as to whether or not to eliminate some index, then this does not increase the power of elmlearning, Theorem 23. However, if we relax our de nition of elm-learning so as to have the learning algorithm eliminate all but n of the hypotheses from the search space (G odel numbering), and at least one correct answer is not eliminated, then the power increases to that of teams of n Gold style learners, Theorem 24. Finally, if the learner is considered successful if it eliminates all but some nite set of hypotheses, containing a correct one, then it becomes possible to learn all the recursive functions, Theorem 26. Note that in this respect, elm-learning is \stronger" than standard learning.
Actually, the EX-counterpart of elmEX ? -learning would be to allow the EXalgorithm to converge not to a single conjecture, but to a nite set containing a correct index of the function to be learned. However, using the so-called amalgamation technique, cf. Case and Smith, 1983] , one can show that this relaxation of EX-learning does not enhance its power.
Finally, we want to point out a possible direction of future investigations, namely elm-learning by teams. Developing our argument of accumulation points used in Theorem 10, we see that teams, Smith, 1982] , can have advantages over individual IIMs and smaller teams in elm-learning. Therefore, a class U of recursive functions is said to be elm-learnable by a team in a numbering i for an arbitrary function f 2 U, there is at least one IIM in the team which elm-learns f in . Then we can show that there is a recursively enumerable class U of recursive functions such that 1. for an arbitrary numbering of U, there is a team of 2 IIMs elm-learning U in , 2. there is a numbering of U such that no single IIM can elm-learn U in .
